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Earphones TWS Mcdodo B04 Series HP-3290 (black)
Enjoy high-quality sound and comfort when listening to your favorite songs. Mcdodo in-ear headphones stand out with their ergonomic
design  and  long  playback  time,  and  with  13-millimeter  drivers,  they  guarantee  fantastic  sound  quality.  Additionally,  Bluetooth  5.3
connectivity ensures reliable signal transmission, while the case with a built-in display allows you to check the battery level at any time.
 
Refined in Every Detail
The headphone case is equipped with a practical silicone strap, allowing you to hang them on your wrist or attach them to your bag, for
example. This way, you don't have to worry about losing them! Moreover, the headphones are very comfortable and fit well in the ears –
they won't fall out or cause uncomfortable pressure. The package also includes 3 pairs of interchangeable ear tips (in sizes S, M, and L) –
choose the ones that fit you best.
 
Long Battery Life
The headphones can play music for about 6 hours, and the dedicated case can extend this time up to 24 hours. Charging them won't
take long – only about 1.5 hours. So you can quickly get back to listening to your favorite tracks! You also don't have to worry about your
devices unexpectedly failing you. The case has a built-in LED screen that displays the current battery level of itself and each headphone.
This way, you always know when to plug in the device for charging!
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Lossless Sound Quality
Your favorite songs have never sounded better. The headphones are equipped with 13-millimeter drivers and have built-in high-quality
sound decoding circuits, providing excellent audio quality with high fidelity. Enjoy natural sound, powerful bass, and crisp high tones –
with McDodo, you'll rediscover the magic of music.
 
Bluetooth 5.3
Say  goodbye  to  delays  and  other  signal  issues.  McDodo  headphones  use  modern  Bluetooth  5.3  technology,  ensuring  smooth,  stable
transmission in almost any conditions. You can successfully use them not only for listening to music but also for watching movies and
playing games, for example!
 
Touch Control
No smartphone at hand? No problem – built-in touch panels allow convenient operation of the headphones and provide easy access to
key functions. You can use them, for example, to activate voice assistant, switch songs, pause playback, or answer calls.
 
IPX4 Water Resistance
Thanks to IPX4 water resistance, the headphones will perform excellently in many applications. You don't need to put them away when
exercising or going out in the rain – they are not afraid of water drops or sweat.
 
In the Box
Headphones
Case
Interchangeable ear tips (S, M, L)
Strap
USB-C charging cable
User manual
 
 
Manufacturer
McDodo
Model
HP-3290
Color
Black
Bluetooth Version
5.3
Battery Capacity
35 mAh x2 (headphones), 400 mAh (case)
Battery Life
Approx. 6 h (up to 24 h with charging case)
Material
PC + ABS
Weight
35 g
Water Resistance
IPX4
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Preço:

Antes: € 23.9973

Agora: € 21.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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